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ABSTRACT 
Volatility smile" is introduced in the first part of this paper. The Black-
Scholes (1973) model, and the stochastic process of the underlying asset as well as 
risk-neutral probability distribution in^plied by market options are discussed. Recent 
researches on the recovering of the probability distributions are also discussed. 
I use Shimko's (1993) method to recover probability distributions of Hang 
Seng Index inqjlied by the index options. It is shown that the in^plied probability 
distributions are quite different from lognormal distribution assumed in the Black-
Scholes model. It is very desirable to know the entire ending probability distribution 
for both speculation and risk management purposes. Probability distribution can help 
to complete traders' knowledge by making it possible to analyze apparently rational 
probability movements. 
I test a trading week in November of 1996 in which the market was quite 
volatile, by recovering the irtqjlied probability distributions of that week. In summary, 
the shift in market sentiment during these few days is reflected in the changing shapes 
of distributions. 
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The Black-Scholes (1973) option pricing model has been widely applied to 
many types of options and derivatives for more than two decades. The Black-Scholes 
model assumes that the volatility is constant and the stock distribution is lognormal. If 
the Black-Scholes model is correct, the inqjlied volatilities of all single European call 
and put options on the same underlying asset should be equal, regardless of strike level 
and time-to-expiration. 
But, ever since the 1987 crash, the market's implied Black-Scholes volatilities 
of stock index options have shown a negative relation between the implied volatility 
and strike level. Out-of -money puts are always traded at higher implied volatilities 
than out-of-money calls in stock, index or currency options markets. This relation is 
commonly called "volatility smile". Figure 1 illustrates the "smile" of 3 5-day European 
December options on Hang Seng Index (HSI), as of 25 November 1996.1 The time-
adjusted (i.e. not annualized) inqjlied volatilities for the strikes above (below) spot 
comes call (put) prices. 
1 Data used to calculate implied volatilities including option prices and interest 
rate are from The South China Morning Post of 26 November 1996. 
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FIGURE 1 
THE "SMILE" OF HSI OPTIONS ON 25 NOVEMBER 1996 
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The "smile" in Figure 1 implies that index's volatility varies in the way that it 
depends on both index level and time. By enq)irically varying the in^lied Black-
Scholes volatilities with strike level, traders are implicitly attributing a unique non-
logaormal distribution to the index. By examining the "smile", in principle, the implied 
risk-neutral probability distribution and in^plied stochastic process (so-called implied 
tree) can be inferred. The risk-neutral probability distribution and implied tree can be 
used to value American or exotic options. To value American or exotic options, we 
must know the exact stochastic stock path. That is, how the volatility varies with 
stock price and time. The risk-neutral probability distributions reflect the market 
sentiment. Thus the general "feeling" of traders can be found out by studying the 
shapes of probability distributions. 
This study begins with an in-depth discussion on the 'Volatility smile" in 
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses some recent studies on the "smile". In Chapter 4, I 
use Hang Seng Index (HSI) Options to illustrate the "smile" and recover the risk-
neutral probability distributions of HSI from the "smile". Then some comments on the 
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findings are followed. Finally, the conclusion and the limitations of this study are 




The Black-Scholes imgplied volatilities of European equity index options 
commonly vary with strike level and time-to-expiration. This relation is commonly 
called 'Volatility smile" or s<term structure of volatilities". The "smile" has significantly 
persisted since the 1987 market crash. Figure 2 illustrates the "smile" of European 
options on Hang Seng Index (HSI)，as of 25 November 1996.2 
FIGURE 2 
THE IMPLIED VOLATILITIES FOR HANG SENG INDEX OPTIONS AS A 
FUNCTION OF STRIKE LEVEL AND TIME-TO-EXPIRATION, 
AS AT 25 NOVEMBER 1996 
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2 Data used to calculate implied volatilities including option prices and interest 
rate are from The South China Morning Post of 26 November 1996. 
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In Figure 2(a), the koqplied volatilities (annualized) for the strikes above (below) spot 
come from call (put) prices of December options. In Figure 2(b)，the average of at-
the-money call and put in^lied volatilities (annualized) are used. 
At any fixed time-to-eviration, in^plied volatilities vary with strike level. 
Almost always, inqjlied volatility decreases as the strike level increases. It imphss that 
out-of-money puts are traded at higher in^lied volatilities than out-of-money calls in 
the market. This feature is often referred to a Negative" skew. Keeping strike level 
constant, inq)Hed volatilities vary with expiration. Often, options with long-term 
expiration have higher implied volatilities than options with short-term eviration do. 
In short, a particular inq)lied volatility is associated with specific strike level and 
expiration. 
Although the shape of the "smile" changes from day to day, in terms of 
"skewaess" and "convexity", the "smile" pattern persists. 
Rubinstein (1994) tested the existence of'Volatility smile" for S&P 500 Index 
Options on the Chicago Board Options Exchange. He tested options traded from 
1986 to 1992 using a minimax statistic. It was found that the Black-Scholes (1973) 
formula seemed to provide reasonably accurate values during 1986 because the implied 
volatilities were quite flat to strike level. However, this situation began to deteriorate 
during 1987, eventually leading to the 1988 to 1992 situation where out-of-money puts 
are traded at higher implied volatilities than out-of-money calls in the market. His 
findings suggested that the 1987 market crash changed the way that market 
participants viewed market volatility and so index options. 
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The Black-Scholes Model 
Although the shape and magnitude of the "smile" vary from days to days, the 
asymmetry persists. Its persistence suggests that there is a discrepancy between the 
market perception and the Black-Scholes model which assumes constant local 
volatility, regardless of strike level and time-to-expiration. 
There are two in^ortant but independent features of the Black-Scholes model. 
The primary feature of the Black-Scholes model of options valuation theory is that 
option valuation is "preference free". In other words, the values of contingent claims 
do not depend on investors' risk aversion. We can hedge an option with stock to 
synthesize a riskless portfolio. 
The secondary feature of the model is the assunq)tion that stock prices evolve 
lognormally with a local volatility, cr，which remains constant at any market level over 
all times. 
However, there must be a discrepancy between the market perception and the 
Black-Scholes model as the "smile" pattern which violates the Black-Scholes 
assumptions appears in the market consistently. The real phenomenon underlying 
volatility smile is that either (1) market inqjerfections systematically prevent prices 
from taking their true Black-Scholes values or (2) the underlying asset does not follow 
the logDLormal diffusion process which is assumed by the Black-Scholes model. 
The earliest papers that found evidence for volatility smiles did not formulate 
the results in such but instead described how the Black-Scholes pricing errors vary 
systematically. For instance, MacBeth and Merville (1979) reported that the Black-
Scholes model undervalues in-the-money and overvalues out-of-money call options. 
But the Black-Scholes model of options valuation theory is still inqjortant to us in the 
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sense that the market is accustomed to use the Black-Scholes formula as a mechanism 
for conveying information about its equilibrium prices by quoting different in^lied 
volatilities. This situation is quite similar to the bond market in which traders quote 
bond prices by yield-to-maturity but calculate them by using forward rates. 
The Implied Tree 
Under the Black-Scholes assun^tion that stock prices evolve lognormally with 
a local volatility, a which remains constant at any market level and any time, the stock 
price movement over an infinitesimal time can be described by the following stochastic 
differential equation: 
^- = judt + adZ (1) 
where S is the stock price，ju is its expected return and dZ is a Wiener process with a 
mean of zero and a standard derivation of 4 d t . 
FIGURES 




In the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein (CRR) binomial implementation of the process in 
Equation 1, the stock evolves along a risk-neutral binomial tree with a constant 
logarithmic stock price spacing, corresponding to constant volatility, as illustrated 
schematically in Figure 3 in the previous page. 
One approach to extend Black-Scholes theory to account for the "volatility 
smile", but still remain "preference free" feature, is to incorporate a stochastic volatility 
factor. So the Equation (1) above can be replaced by: 
色=fjdt + cy�S,t�dZ (2) s 
where o(Stt) is the local volatility function which is dependent on both stock price and 
time. The imknowa function o{S，t�can be calculated, numerically, from market 
options prices to fit the "smile". This local volatility, a differs from the "global" 
volatility irr^)lied by the Black-Scholes model. 
The global volatility in^lied by the Black-Scholes model summarizes the level 
of uncertainty over the entire life of an option. The relation between the local 
volatilities and the global volatilities can be analogous to the relation between the 
yield-to-maturity and forward rates in bond market (see Derman, Kani and Zou 
(1996)). Derman, Kani and Zou demonstrated that local volatility varies with market 
level about twice as rapidly as hnphsd volatility varies with strike in negatively 
"skewed" options markets. Figure 4 illustrates this relationship of local and implied 
volatility to index level. 
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FIGURE 4 
RELATIONSHIP OF LOCAL AND IMPLIED VOLATILITY TO INDEX LEVEL 
！ \ \ Local 
� Implied 
, Index Level 
By analyzing implied volatilities from options prices, the stock price path, 
usually called "implied tree" which is a tree of future index levels and their associated 
fair local volatilities can be obtained. Options prices for all strikes and expirations, 
obtained by interpolation from known options prices，will determine the position and 
the probability of reaching each node in the in^plied tree. Figure 5 illustrates the 
implied tree in negatively skewed option market where the "smile" occurs. 
FIGURE 5 
THE IMPLIED TREE IN A NEGATIVELY SKEWED MARKET. 
[I ^ ^ — 
Time 
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A higher local volatility is expected at a lower market index level while a lower local 
volatility is expected at a higher market index level as displayed in Figure 5. The 
inq)lied tree can be used to calculate fair values for options which are path-dependent. 
The inqjlied tree can also be used to figure out the risk-neutral probability distribution 
as the work done by Derman and Kani (1994). 
The Implied Probability Distribution 
The Black-Scholes theory assumes that the underlying asset returns are 
lognormally distributed. But the reality of volatility smiles has led to general 
dissatisfaction with the Black-Scholes (and other options pricing models). The market 
may not believe this assunq)tion and behaves differently. This paper intends to 
estimate the risk-neutral probabilities associated with stock index level. This paper 
consider only risk-neutral probability distribution. The link between the risk-neutral 
probability distribution and the actual distribution of the fixture index level has not been 
well-established. Nevertheless, for pricing purpose, the risk-neutral probability 
distribution has more direct importance. In the remaining parts of this paper, 
probabilities or probability distributions are referred to risk-neutral probabilities or 
risk-neutral probability distributions respectively. 
The entire probability distribution not only gives us the mean and the standard 
derivation but also the skewness and the kurtosis. Knowing higher moments, i.e. the 
skewaess and the kurtosis, can help us in in^roving valuations of options as well as 
having better hedging results. 
Moreover, in principle, the probability distributions should reflect market 
sentiment of fixture underlying asset price level. Based on the shapes (in terms of 
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mean，standard derivation, skewness and kurtosis) of the probability distributions 
implied by options prices, it is e j ec ted that the market sentiments can be found out. 
For exanqple, a seriously positive skewed distribution means that traders believe that 
the market is bullish. 
In this paper, I try to estimate the ending probability distributions of Hang Seng 
Index (HSI) inq)Hed by December HSI options prices in November and then give some 




After the 1987 market crash, scholars have paid more attention to the structure 
of the smile But the earliest papers back to the late of the seventies that found 
evidence for volatility smile did not formulate the results but instead described how the 
Black-Scholes pricing errors vary systematically with strike price or time-to-expiration. 
For exan^le, MacBeth and Merville (1979) reported that the Black-Scholes model 
undervalues in-the-money and overvalues out-of-the money call options. Rubinstein 
(1985) found that for out-of-money calls inq)lied volatility is systematically higher for 
options with shorter expiration. Many scholars also found evidence for existence of 
volatility smiles and non-flat term structures of various markets. Heynen (1994) 
examined the in^jlied volatility of European Options Exchange (EOE) stock-index 
options, which are European style options on index of Amsterdam Stock Exchange. 
Using data from 23 January to 31 October 1989, he found systematic smile effects, 
including a U-shaped term structure of inq)Eed volatilities. In short, the discrepancy 
between market prices and the predictions of the Black-Scholes model has attracted a 
great interest. 
Recent studies on the smile mainly focusing on inferring implied trees, risk-
neutral probabilities and pricing options with smiles have been done since the 1987 
market crash, because of not only the persistence of smiles in markets but also the 
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popularity of derivatives used by institutional investors as well as increasing conq)lexity 
of derivatives like exotic options. Some scholars have tried to study the smiles and 
then infer in^lied trees and probability distributions. The followings are some recent 
researches on recovering risk-neutral probability distributions. 
Longstaff (1990)3 suggested a way to infer risk-neutral probabilities from 
options prices as follows: 
S = current price of an underlying asset 
CH C2, C3, C4 二 current prices of corresponding calls having the same 
time-to-expiration with strikes Ki<K2<K3< K\ 
S* = price of the underlying asset on the expiration date 
/ = one plus the riskless rate of interest through the 
expiration date 
S1 = one plus the payout rate on the underlying asset 
through the expiration date 
Assume that, conditional on S* being between adjoining strikes, all levels of S* have 
equal risk-neutral probabilities so the probability distribution likes outlook of a 
histogram. Also assume that there exists a number K5 > KA such that the probability 
that S* > K5 is zero. The following set of equations4 gives solutions for PH P2,户3, P^ 
P5 and K5 given market prices of S, CH C2, C3, C4 and the return F as well as the 
payout rate S1: 
3 The discussion on Longstaff s work is extracted from Rubinstein (1994) and 
Longstaff s method discussed here was modified by Rubinstein. 
4 For the proof of the equations, see the Appendix of Rubinstein's paper 
(1994). 
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P1 = 2[1 - - Ci)^"1] (3-1) 
P2 = 2[1 - P i - / ( C i 一 C2)(K2 - ^1)-1] (3.2) 
P3 = 2[1 - P 1 - P 2 - / ( C 2 一 C3)(^3 - ^2)-1] (3.3) 
P4 = 2[1 - P 1 - P 2 - P 3 - , ( C 3 一 C4)(^4 -X3)-1] (3.4) 
P 5 = ( 3 . 5 ) 
X5 = ^ + (2^4p5) (3 6) 
Thus, the imqplied probabilities can be derived in triangular fashion by solving 
the first equation for PH then the second equation for P2 and so on. Rubinstein applied 
a test to Longstaffs method in the way that he calculated risk-neutral in^lied 
probabilities from eleven options prices which were the theoretical Black-Scholes 
prices under lognormal distribution assurr^tion. IfLongstaffs method is quite correct, 
the probabilities calculated should be quite similar to lognormal density function. The 
results were that not only the discrete probabilities calculated from Longstaffs method 
are quite different than lognormal but also some are even negative. This method 
highlights a critical problem — in option markets, we only observe strike prices at 
discrete levels. So we need to find some ways to interpolate between strike prices and 
extrapolate to provide satisfactory tail probabilities. 
Shimko (1993) suggested a way to solve interpolation and extrapolation 
problems in recovering risk-neutral probabilities. I use Shimko's method in Chapter 4 
to infer risk-neutral probabilities inq)lied by Hang Seng Index Options. I will discuss 
Shimko's method more in-depth in Chapter 4. 
Here is a brief summary on Shimko's method. Basically, Shimko's method 
follows Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) result that if there is a continuum of 
European options with the same time-to-expiration on an underlying asset spanning 
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strike prices from zero to infinity, the entire ending risk-neutral probability distribution 
for that expiration date can be inferred, by calculating the second partial derivative of 
each option price with respect to its strike price. Shimko's method is to use a 
parabolic curve to fit "smile" curve between the lowest and highest strike prices so 
inqjlied volatilities (from the Black-Scholes model5) with continuous strike prices can 
be obtained. Then the risk-neutral probability distribution between the lowest and 
highest strike prices can be determined using the second partial derivatives of call 
prices with respect to strike price. Finally, tail probabilities are yielded by grafting 
lognormal distributions onto each of the tails. Rubinstein (1994) also applied the test 
which he applied to Longstaffs method to Shimko's method. Shimko's method 
passed the test as it gives out a lognormal risk-neutral probability distribution with the 
correct probabilities given that the smile is horizontal. 
The most important paper on the "smile" associated with implied trees and 
probabilities should be the 'ln^lied Binomial Trees" (1994) by Rubinstein, who is a 
distinguished scholar in finance, especially in derivative securities. His paper not only 
suggests a new method to infer risk-neutral probability distribution and its in^lied 
binomial tree from option prices but also highlights some insights in research on 
implied risk-neutral probabilities and iir^lied stochastic process. 
Rubinstein suggested a method which is to construct an n-step standard 
binomial tree using the average of the Black-Scholes implied volatilities of the two 
nearest-the-money call options. Denote the nodal underlying asset prices at the end of 
the tree from lowest to highest by Sj for j = 0 , . ."，n. Also denote the ending nodal risk-
5 Although Shimko uses the Black-Scholes model, his method does not require 
it to be true. 
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neutral probabilities by P) where IjP'j = 1. If wis sufficiently large, the distribution of 
P； will be logtiormal. Let r and be the riskless return and underlying asset payout 
return respectively. Let index a mdb represent the current bid and ask prices of the 
underlying asset respectively. 
The inqjlied posterior risk-neutral probabilities, PH are the solution to the 
following quadratic program: 
r m ^ E j i P j - P f (4) 
pj 
subject to: 1 and Pj>0 foi7 = 0”."，《 
where S = (S ~NEJPJSJ) + r" 
C) < Ct < C； where Q = (^^maxtO，Sj 一 X/]) + / for i = 1,….，m 
The Pj are the ending risk-neutral probabilities, which are, in the least square sense, 
closest to lognormal. The PJ cause the present values of the underlying asset and all 
option values calculated with these probabilities to fall between their respective bid and 
ask prices. 
Then Rubinstein takes the ending risk-neutral probabilities, PH as discretized 
form to infer a unique, fully specified stochastic process，i.e. the implied binomial tree. 
Derman and Kani6 (1994) did similar works as Rubinstein did but used a 
different approach. Derman and Kani use induction to build an implied tree of the 
underlying asset with uniformly spaced levels, At apart. They use forward induction by 
6 Emanuel Derman and Iraj Kani are vice presidents at Goldman, Sachs & Co. 
The original article was published as one of Goldman Sachs Quantitative Strategies 
Research Notes in 1994. Derman and Kani, together with Joseph Z. Zou, who is also 
a vice president at Goldman，Sachs & Co, amended the original article and published 
the amended article named "The Local Volatility Surface: Unlocking the Information in 
Index Option Prices" in Financial Analysts Journal. 
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a set of iteration equations to find out price of the underlying asset and its associated 
risk-neutral probability at each node of the in^lied tree. These asset prices and risk-
neutral probabilities are calculated from equations which involve call prices from 
interpolating the smile curve at time U Then based on this in^lied tree, in^lied local 
volatilities and probability distribution can be inferred. 
The latest paper on deriving probability distributions from option prices should 
be Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1996), published on The Journal of Finance. December 
1996. The basic idea of the work done by Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1996) is similar 
to Rubinstein (1994) work in the sense that they set up an optimization program to 
derive the risk-neutral probability distribution from contemporaneous market prices of 
associated options. But this time, Jackwerth and Rubinstein took more factors like 
interest rate and dividend yield into consideration more seriously and care&Uy, and 
tried several objective fonctions including: 
original Rubinstein's fimction: Ej (Pj -Pfj) (5.1) 
goodness-of-fit ftmction: 与(乃 一 P'J) W j (5.2) 
absolute difference function: Zj\Pj-Pj\ (5.3) 
maximum entropy function: log(iy /Pj) (5.4) 
Their results indicated that the different object fimctions give out similar risk-neutral 




RECOVERING PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF HSI 
In this Chapter, I discuss the conceptual framework of Shimko's method in-
depth. Then I use this method to derive probability distributions from concurrent 
prices of Hang Seng Index (HSI) Options, following some comments on the shapes of 
these probability distributions. 
By means of the Black-Scholes formula, it is possible to calculate the implied 
mean of fiiture index level and the in^lied standard derivation of index level from 
associated option prices. But if we know the entire probability distribution, we can 
have more information than just the mean and the standard derivation. In fact，the 
probability distribution can provide a measure of the skewness and the kurtosis. 
For exanqjle, the market may place relatively greater probability on a 
downward price movement than an upward price movement, i.e. the phenomenon in a 
negatively skewed market. Going beyond skewness, the market may believe that 
extreme upward and downward movements are more likely than allowed by the 
assumed Black-Scholes lognormal distribution. It can be seen that when the "smile" is 
convex, the inq)lied probability distribution is more leptokurtic than allowed by the 
assumed Black-Scholes lognormal distribution (see Shimko (1993)). To understand 
the inqjortance of kurtosis, a trading exanq)le may be worthwhile. Traders who are 
consistently sell strangles are in^licitly betting that the market has overestimated the 
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kurtosis of the true probability distribution. In hedging portfolio, hedge ratios 
determined from the implied probability distribution can be used to in^rove the overall 
hedging performance (see Shimko (1991)). In short, it is very desirable to know the 
entire ending probability distribution for both speculation and risk management 
purposes. 
Another use of the ending probability distributions is for traders to have a 
better understanding of market sentiments by examining the shapes of these probability 
distributions. For example, if the probability distributions of several consecutive 
trading days have been seriously positive skewed, it implies that market participants 
ihmk that the probability of upward movement is relatively higher than downward 
movement's. Thus traders can have more information to formulate their trading 
strategies. 
Shimko?s Method 
Rubinstein (1994) applied a test to Shimko's method in the way that he used 
Shimko's' method to derive risk-neutral probability distribution given that the Black-
Scholes' assun^tion of lognormality is correct. Shimko's method passed the test as it 
gives out a lognormal risk-neutral probability distribution with the correct probabilities 
given that the smile is horizontal. Thus, it can be said that Shimko's method is a 
satisfactory way to recover probability distributions. 
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First of all, Shimko uses put-call parity to find out the in^lied riskless interest 
rate discount factor (B) and dividend adjustment factor (D).1 Put-call parity can be 
established for any strike price (X) as follows: 
C(X)-P{X) = SD-X (6) 
where S is the current price of the underlying asset，and C(X) as well as P(X) are call 
and put prices for different observed strike prices (X). By regressing prices of 
European call and put options on a set of different strike prices, BmdD can be found. 
So a set of inqjlied Black-Scholes volatilities for discrete strike prices which are 
observed from the market can be obtained. The graph of calculated in^lied Black-
Scholes volatility against strike price is the 'Volatility smile" (as illustrated in Figure 1). 
Then an interpolation technique is used to fit a curve to the volatility structure 
(i.e. the "smile). Li^lied volatilities are then "smoothed". The volatility structure is 
represented as a parabola of best least-squares fit: 
<7 m = A0+A1X+A2X2 (7) 
where o(X) is the estimated annualized implied Black-Scholes volatility at strike price 
(JQ. The smoothed volatility structure gives a value of a for every X 8 These values 
of o are used to generate smooth call option prices，using the Black-Scholes formula. 
7 However, in this study, I do not use the put-call parity to find out B and D. 
Instead, I use Hongkong Interbank Offered Rate (HIBOR) as the riskless interest rate 
(r), then use put-call parity to calculate the dividend-adjusted current price (SD) of the 
index for a set of strike prices. The estimated SD is taken as the average of the 
dividend-adjusted prices calculated from different strike prices. 
8 Note that the Black-Scholes pricing holds if 乂丄 二 二 zero. These 
restrictions could be used to test validity of the Black-Scholes model. 
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Though Shimko uses the Black-Scholes formula, his method does not require it 
to be true. In fact, he has merely used the formula as a translation device that allows 
him to interpolate irrqjlied volatilities rather than observed prices themselves. 
Following Cox, Ross and Rubinstein (1979), we can write the call price as: 
oo 
C(X)=可 0S*-X)/(，)必 * (8) 
x 
where S* is the (random) value of the certainty-equivalent ex-dividend stock price and 
is the (risk neutral) probability density function. And B represents the value of a 
zero-coupon bond per dollar of face value which has the same maturity as the call so B 
< 1. 
Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) showed that the implied risk-neutral 
probability distribution can be recovered when European call option prices are 
observed for a continuum of strike prices and a single time-to-expiration. They 
demonstrated that the second partial derivatives with respect to the strike prices of the 
options are related to the risk-neutral probability density function in the following way: 
Cxx(X) = (B)f(S*\S*=X) (9) 
where C ^ X ) = — a n d / ^ * ) is risk-neutral density function. Appendix at 
Uyv 
the end of this paper states the detailed derivation of Cxx(X). Equation (9) gives an 
analytical expression for the probability density function between the lowest and 
highest strike prices, under the parabolic mq)lied volatility assun^tion. 
Outside the endpoints (i.e. the lowest and highest strike prices), Shimko 
matches a lognormal distribution with arbitrary mean and variance describes the shape 
of the distribution to fit the two tails. As a result, a continuous risk-neutral probability 
distribution can be obtained. It is well to bear in mind that the area under the 
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probability density function may not be equal to one, but close to one. It is because 
the match of the two tails under the lognormal assunq)tion. 
Data Selection 
I choose a week in which the stock market was volatile. In the second half of 
1996, the Hong Kong stock market was on the upward trend as US stock market did. 
HSI rose from about 11000 to about 13500 point in a half-year. Figure 6 displays the 
Hang Seng Index (HSI) movements in the second half y of 1996. I select the trading 
week ended 29 November because the market was volatile during that week. The 
small graph in Figure 6 shows the index movements during that week. 
FIGURE 6 
HANG SENG INDEX MOVEMENTS W THE SECOND HALF OF 1996 
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The index fluctuated a lot during the trading week ended 29 November. I 
would like to see how probability distributions changed during such a volatile period. I 
expect that the change of market sentiments can be observed from the shapes of the 
probability distributions. Table 1 summarizes market data of the week that I choose. 
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TABLE 1 
MARKET DATA OF THE WEEK ENDED 30 NOVEMBER 19969 
Nov 25 Nov 26 Nov 27 Nov 28 Nov 29 
(Mon) (Tue) (Wed) (Thu) (Fri) 
HSI Close 1 3 , 2 3 9 1 3 , 4 8 5 ~ 1 3 , 5 3 1 1 3 , 3 1 1 1 3 , 3 9 4 
HSI Futures (Dec) Close 13,120 13,320 13,590 13,675 13,400 
Market Trading (in HK$m) 10,544 13,140 13,425 13,577 7,457 
HroOR(3montli) 5.63% 5.625% 5.546% 5.57% 5.69% 
The daily closing prices of HSI and associated December HSI options are used 
to derive probability distributions. Hongkong Interbank Offered Rate (HIBOR) of 3-
month is taken as riskless interest rate (r) used in the Black-Scholes option pricing 
model. With this r, the time-value discount factor (B) can be calculated. Then I use 
put-call parity (Equation 6) to calculate the dividend-adjusted current price (SD) of the 
index for each strike p r i ce�The final estimated SD is taken as the average of the 
dividend-adjusted prices calculated from different strike prices. 
Probability Distributions of HSI 
I use Shimko's method discussed above to recover the December ending 
probability distribution of HSI in^lied by December index option prices as at 25 
November 1996. Figure 7 illustrates the ending risk-neutral probability distribution, 
along with the benchmark lognormal distribution. 
9 All data are extracted from The South Oiina Morning Post. 
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FIGURE 7 
DECEMBER ENDING PROBABILITY DISTRTOUTION IMPLIED BY 
OPTION PRICES ON 25 NOVEMBER 1996 
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Li the range of the lowest strike price X (11400) and the highest strike price X 
(13800), I calculate the density function values. Outside the range, I match the 
distribution with lognormal distribution on each tail. The resulting distribution is 
pieced together from its three parts. This method makes the area under the probability 
not equal to one, but the area is still very close to one. 
Traders may be very interested in the probability distribution. Even the irrqjlied 
and the benchmark lognormal have the same mean and standard derivation, their 
shapes are different. The implied distribution in Figure 7 is relatively negative skewed 
to the lognormal one. The inq)lied distribution is more leptokurtic than the lognormal 
one which has kutrosis slightly higher than 3. These two observations are quite 
in^ortant to traders when they quote prices of derivatives and make trading strategies. 
For exarqple, when traders consistently sell butterfly, it means that they believe that the 
market will be quite stable and the market has overstated the kurtosis of the 
distribution. If they know that the implied probability distribution is really leptokurtic 
as the inq)lied distribution in Figure 7. So their belief that the market is quite stable is 
supported by the leptokurtic nature and then they can use the irr^lied probability 
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distribution to value butterfly. Thus, mean and standard derivation, along with 
skewness and kurtosis may be tackled through time to make better forecasts. 
In addition, I use Shimko's method to recover the other probability 
distributions of the whole week ended 29 November. Figure 8 displays the December 
ending probability distributions in^Hed by HSI option prices. I try to analyze how the 
shapes ofthe probability distributions changes accordingly. 
Hang Seng Index rose more than 200 points on Tuesday (25 November). The 
in^lied probability distribution of Tuesday is more leptokurtic than Monday's (26 
November). It may suggest that the market had a better conceit on the index level at 
the end of December. Wednesday's (27 November) inqjlied probability distribution is 
interesting in the sense that it is very leptokurtic. On Wednesday, HSI closed at 13590 
point. A sharp peak at about 13800 level is very clear which suggests that the market 
sentiment was very bullish on the index level at the end of December. On Thursday 
(27 November), the index suddenly dropped more than 200 points. The whole imphed 
probability distribution shifts backward and become less leptokurtic, indicating a more 
negative view than previous day. It may also suggest that investors had more diverse 
sentiments on the foture index level. In summary, the shift in market sentiment during 
these few days is reflected in the changing shapes of distributions. 
Investors whose views of future market distribution differ from those inqjlied 
by option prices can take advantage of the differences by buying or selling options. 
Knowing the risk-neutral probability distributions, investors have better information set 
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It would seem that Shimko's method is quite single to recover risk-neutral 
probability distribution. An examination of recovering risk-neutral probability 
distributions of Hang Seng Index from index option prices over a volatile trading week 
shows that the shift in market sentiments during that week is reflected in the changing 
shapes of distributions. Knowing the risk-neutral probability distributions, investors 
have better information set to formulate their trading strategies. 
This paper mainly focuses on the methods of recovering the probability 
distributions and finding out how distributions change according to the shift in market 
sentiments. Knowing entire distribution rather than only knowing mean and standard 
derivation, we can have more information for speculation purpose. Apart from 
peculation purpose, further uses of risk-neutral probability distributions include 
hedging and pricing path-dependent options. For hedging purpose, hedge ratios 
determined from the distribution can differ significantly from the benchmark Black-
Scholes hedge ratios. Overall hedging performance may be inq)roved significantly by 
using hedge ratios determined from the distribution. For valuation of path-dependent 
derivative instruments like down-and-in call and lookback put, Monte Carlo 
simulation, along with known probability distribution, can be used to value path-
dependent options. Knowing the probability distribution in valuation of path-
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dependent options is important because the index evolution can be simulated to 
calculate fair value of path-dependent options which contain embedded strikes at 
multiple market levels and are consequently sensitive to local volatilities. 
Recovered risk-neutral probability distributions are "correct" and in turn 
distributions can be used for speculation and risk management purposes only if the 
market is informationally efficient. 
Although I recovered risk-neutral probability distributions of Hang Seng Index, 
this study still has several limitations. First of all, Shimko's method is a way to find 
out approximate probability distributions under parabolic assumption of volatility 
structure. This method is sirqple, but inferior to Rubinstein's optimization method in 
the sense that no assumption of volatility structure is made in Rubinstein's method and 
probability density outside the minimum as well as maximum strike prices under 
Shimko's method is assumed to be lognormal. 
Secondly, the Hong Kong Index options may not be active enough to reflect 
true market's perceived option prices. Hang Seng Index Option was introduced by the 
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong in 1993. Up to now, trading volume of the index 
options is still thin. Bid-ask spread sometimes may be up to 3%. Moreover, trading is 
usually done by foreign institutional investors. Not many local institutional and 
individual investors use options for risk management or speculative vehicle. As a 
result, the quoted option prices may not reflect the true market's perceived option 
prices. So probability distributions inq)lied by quoted option prices may not be true 
market's perceived probability distributions. 
Thirdly, I used closing prices of options for calculation. But the closing prices 
may not be accurate prices that should be used. 
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Finally, the choice of Hongkong Interbank Offered Rate (HTOOR) of 3-month 
as riskless interest rate may not be true riskless interest defined in the Black-Scholes 
option valuation theory. But because of lack of government bill in Hong Kong, not 
like US case, choosing HTOOR as riskless interest rate is still a satisfactory way.10 
It is well to bear in mind the limitations of this analysis. Probability 
distributions are "correct" only if index option prices are truly and correctly observed 
in the market. 
10 Actually, there are Exchange Fund Bills issued by the Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority in Hong Kong. But interest rate of Exchange Fund Bills is quite volatile, 
because the Hong Kong Monetary Authority has to use this interest rate as one of 
tools to maintain the pegged exchange rate system for Hong Kong dollar to US dollar. 
Thus, this interest rate is not appropriate as riskless interest rate in option pricing. 
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APPENDIX 
DERIVATION OF THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF CALL PRICE 
IN THE BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL 
Following Cox, Ross and Rubinstein (1979), we can write the call price as: 
oo 
C(X) = Bl(S*-X)f(S*)dS* (Al) 
x 
S* is the (random) value ofthe certainty-equivalent ex-dividend stock price mdf(S*) 
is the (risk neutral) probability density function. And B represents the value of a zero-
coupon bond per dollar of face value which has the same maturity as the call s o B < l . 
Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) demonstrated that the second partial 
derivatives with respect to the strike prices ofthe options are related to the probability 
density ftinction in the following way: 
CJOC(X) = (B)f(S*\S*=X) (A2) 
where C^X) = C(X). By Black-Scholes (1973), 
C(X) = SN(dx) - XBN(d2) (A3) 
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where 
= cummulative probability ftuiction of a normal distribution 
� \ r ( S I XB) + y2v2 
d l = v 
d2 =dl-v 
v = cjy[t = the time - adjusted volatility 
v = AQ+ AXX + 4 ^ 2 under the parabolic implied volatility assumption 
Differentiating the call price with respect to the strike price twice, we get: 
§ = Snid^-BN^)-XBMd冷 (A4) 
- X B ^ - — [ n ( d 2 ) ] - X B n ( d 2 ) ^ l dK dX dK1 
C^ = Slnid.X-d^d^d^ •i-Snid^d^ -2Bn(d2)d2X 
-XBd2X [n(d2 )(-d2 )d2X ] - XBn(d2 )d2XX 
己 ^ 1 ^^ 2 
(u s ing — W^i)] = 
as. OA. y}27r 2 
i d2 sd 
=[1 = n{dx){-dx)dlx ) 
V2^r 2 dX： 
C^ = -Sd.nid^d^]2 ~2Bn(d2)d2X 
+ XBd2n(d2 )[d2X ]2 - XBn(d2 )d2XX (A5) 
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Now we find out 如,d^ dva and d w by differentiating the following two 
equations: 
� l R ( S / X B ) + y2v2 XB) 
d = = H—v 
1 V v 2 
d2 =dl-v where v= A0+ AxX + 為 1 2 
, 1 r 1 1 “ 1 2 M 
Xv 2 v I 
4 = - 丄 + [ 1 - 4 ] 〜 = - 丢 ( A 6 1 ) 
Xv v Xv v 
d2X 二 dlx-vx= dlx - (A + 2為 X) (A6.2) 
d - 1 , 1 v + n - A l v ~ d l x V ]v Y (A6.3) 1XX~ X2v Xv2 x L v � v 灯 十 v 2 J ^ V 
d2XX =dlxx-v^ = dlxx — 2 4 (A6.4) 
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